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Coronavirus (COVID-19) Procurement Advice S17

Responsible Contractual Behaviour in the Performance and Enforcement of Contracts

To help everyone across the UK involved in public procurement, BiP Solutions’ Procurement Advice and Support Service 
(PASS) is providing buyers and suppliers with access to a range of briefings and webinars specifically relating to the 
COVID-19 outbreak, designed to help them navigate the challenges: ensuring that they are able to work effectively, 
compliantly and responsively in a dynamic and fast-changing environment. 

To access these resources just click here. 

Our materials will cover a wide and diverse range of information – from official guidances, including Procurement Policy 
Notes (PPNs) from the UK and Scottish Governments; to advice from the National Assembly for Wales and the Northern 
Ireland Assembly; to articles, opinion pieces and blogs from our own PASS consultants – as well as anything else we feel will 
help in the coming weeks and months. 

We will also be running webinars and online events to cover specific issues, including ‘Responsible Contractual Behaviour in 
the Performance and Enforcement of Contracts’ on 14 July. To register for this webinar, just click here. 

PASS also has eLearning modules available to support procurement knowledge. 

If you are interested in hearing more about eLearning, just fill out our quick enquiry form and a member of our team will be in 
touch.

Following on from our previous Briefings and Webinars, this Briefing sets out the key parts of the latest UK Government 
guidance and recommendations for contractual behaviour where impacted by the Covid-19 emergency. 

In summary, the Government is strongly encouraging all individuals, businesses (including funders) and public authorities 
to act responsibly and fairly in the national interest in performing and enforcing their contracts, to support the response to 
COVID-19 and to protect jobs and the economy. 

Responsible and fair behaviour in contracts now – in particular in dealing with potential disputes – will result in better long-
term outcomes for jobs and our economy. 

In complex contracting arrangements, this should apply throughout the contracting chain. 

The guidance provided by Government is non-statutory and does not apply in the devolved administrations of Scotland, 
Wales or Northern Ireland.

Whilst the guidance has general application to all active contractual arrangements materially impacted by COVID-19, it is 
guidance only and is not intended to override: 

(a) specific guidance or procurement policy notes issued by the Government (or any public or regulatory authority); 
(b) any specific support or relief available:

(i) in the relevant contract (for example relief given in express provisions in the contract), 
(ii) in law, custom or practice (including any equitable relief), or 
(iii) from the Government in response to the Covid-19 emergency, including loans and grants, guarantees, 
financial support for workers and revised tax arrangements; or 

(c) any other legal duties or obligations with which a party to a contract is bound to comply and  
any national security interests. 
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Objectives of responsible and fair behaviour 

It is recognised that parties to some contracts may find it difficult or impossible to perform those contracts in accordance 
with their agreed terms as a result of the impact of Covid-19 – including through illness in the workforce, the effects of 
restrictions on movement of people and goods, revised ways of working necessary to protect health and safety, the closure of 
businesses or the reduction in a party’s financial resources available to make payments otherwise due under the contractual 
arrangements. 

Responsible and fair behaviour in contractual arrangements, will contribute to the following objectives being met: 
(a) where possible, maintaining contractual performance which is required to support the immediate response to 
COVID-19, protect public health, jobs and the economy; 
(b) ensuring cashflow in those contracts is maintained, including to pay the workforce and individuals and 
businesses throughout the supply chain; 
(c) where continued contractual performance is not possible or is not essential, ensuring those contracts, supply 
chains and markets can be preserved during the public health emergency, avoiding destructive disputes and 
insolvencies; and 
(d) generally, ensuring that contractual and economic activity can be preserved and will be ready to continue in a 
sustainable way once the current emergency is over, supporting the restart of the economy and maximising UK 
productivity and growth. Responsible and fair contractual behaviour 

Responsible and fair behaviour is strongly encouraged in performing and enforcing contracts where there has been a 
material impact from COVID-19. 

This includes being reasonable and proportionate in responding to performance issues and enforcing contracts (including 
dealing with any disputes), acting in a spirit of cooperation and aiming to achieve practical, just and equitable contractual 
outcomes having regard to the impact on the other party (or parties), the availability of financial resources, the protection of 
public health and the national interest. 

In particular, responsible and fair behaviour is strongly encouraged in relation to the following: 
(a) requesting, and giving, relief for impaired performance, including in respect of the time for delivery and 
completion, the nature and scope of goods, works and services, the making of payments and the operation of 
payment and performance mechanisms; 
(b) requesting, and allowing, extensions of time, substitute or alternative performance and compensation, including 
compensation for increased cost or additional performance; 
(c) making, and responding to, force majeure, frustration, change in law, relief event, delay event, compensation 
event and excusing cause claims; 
(d) requesting, and making, payment under the contract; 
(e) making, and responding to, claims for damages, including under liquidated damages provisions; 
(f) returning deposits or part payments; 
(g) exercising remedies in respect of impaired performance, including enforcement of security, forfeiture or 
repossession of property, calling of bonds or guarantees or the initiation or continuation of insolvency or winding up 
(or equivalent) proceedings; 
(h) claiming breach of contract and enforcing events of default and termination provisions (including termination 
rights arising by reason of the insolvency or potential insolvency of a party); 
(i) making, and responding to, requests for information and data under the contract; 
(j) giving notices, keeping records and providing reports under the contract (recognising that the need to keep 
records of contractual behaviours and Guidance on decisions, including the behaviours referred to in this guidance, 
is important); 
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(k) making, and responding to, requests for contract changes and variations; 
(l) making, and responding to, requests for consents (including funder consents); 
(m) commencing, and continuing, formal dispute resolution procedures, including proceedings in court; 
(n) requesting, and responding to, requests for mediation or other alternative or fast-track dispute resolution; and 
(o) enforcing judgments. 

The responsible and fair behaviour described above should continue to apply in circumstances where the relevant contract is 
materially impacted by COVID-19, so that fair and equitable outcomes can be achieved in contractual arrangements and the 
objectives can be met. 

It is recognised in particular that disputes, especially a “plethora of disputes”, can be destructive to good contractual 
outcomes and the effective operation of markets. 

Avoidance and resolution of disputes 

Further to points (m) and (n) above, the Government strongly encourages parties to seek to resolve any emerging 
contractual issues responsibly – through negotiation, mediation or other alternative or fast-track dispute resolution – before 
these escalate into formal intractable disputes. 

An equitable adjustment or accommodation in contractual arrangements impacted by Covid-19 should be considered in 
preference to a formal dispute. 

The Government strongly encourages parties to seek to resolve any emerging contractual issues responsibly, through 
negotiation, an early neutral evaluation or mediation, before these escalate into formal intractable disputes. 

Parties should also consider their commercial practices and how they deal with potential disputes, including signing up to 
initiatives such as the RICS Conflict Avoidance Pledge.

Many fast-track dispute resolution procedures have been developed in response to the COVID-19 emergency. 

In addition to the Low Value Disputes Model Adjudication Procedure developed by the Construction Industry Council and 
the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS), the Centre for Effective Dispute Resolution (CEDR) and the Chartered 
Institute of Arbitrators (CIArb) have recently created the Pandemic Business Dispute Resolution Service. 

Other fast-track dispute resolution services are available. 

Payment 

Responsible and fair behaviour in contractual arrangements impacted by COVID-19 will support the performance and viability 
of contracts. 

That includes cashflow being maintained where appropriate and avoiding disputes and financial distress for the parties. 

The Government has introduced a package of financial support for businesses and individuals to help with the preservation 
of cashflow. 
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In addition, for public bodies, the Government published Procurement Policy Note – Supplier relief due to COVID-19 (PPN 
02/20) (now updated by Procurement Policy Note – Recovery and Transition from COVID-19 (PPN 04/20)) which provides 
guidance on providing relief to suppliers, including, where appropriate, continuity of payment. 

For PFI, PPP and PF2 contracts, the Government published Supporting vital service provision in PFI /PF2 (and related) 
contracts during the COVID-19 emergency which makes it clear that the principles of PPN 02/20 apply to PFI, PPP and PF2 
contracts. 

In a wider context, the Government continues to promote and operate the Prompt Payment Code. 

In addition, the Public Procurement Review Service will investigate complains about late payment in contracts with public 
bodies. In public procurement, non-compliance by suppliers with payment standards set out in Procurement Policy Note 
04/19 is generally required to be taken into account by central Government departments (and their arm’s length bodies) when 
selecting suppliers for large contracts. 

The Government understands the importance of prompt, fair and effective payments in contracts. Parties are therefore 
strongly encouraged to make prompt payments in accordance with contractual terms, legal requirements and applicable 
guidance. 

This is important for all suppliers, but particularly so where they are SMEs or individuals who may not have the same 
resources as large businesses. 

Contracting authorities should pay suppliers as quickly as possible to maintain cash flow and protect jobs. 

It is recognised that more work continues to be required to improve payment culture in the UK. 

The Government is reviewing what more can be done to change payment culture for the better. 

Extensions of time (and associated costs) 

It is recognised that parties to some contracts may find it difficult or impossible to perform those contracts in accordance with 
their agreed terms as a result of the impact of COVID-19 including:

• through illness in the workforce, 
• the effects of restrictions on movement of people and goods, 
• revised ways of working necessary to protect health and safety and 
• the closure of businesses. 

Parties to commercial contracts should consider carefully, and reasonably, what reliefs may be available, including whether 
an extension of time for performance should be granted, how additional costs should be dealt with and whether terms should 
be renegotiated to preserve the viability of the contract to accommodate the impact of COVID-19. 

Other guidance and recent legislation 

For public bodies, updated information and guidance on providing relief (including payment) to suppliers has recently been 
published in Procurement Policy Note – Recovery and Transition from COVID-19 (PPN 04/20).
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For the construction sector, on 7 May the Construction Leadership Council issued practical guidance for all companies 
involved in the construction supply chain on how to minimise potential disputes.

For commercial leases, on 19 June the Government published a code of practice to help commercial landlords and tenants 
map out plans for economic recovery during the coronavirus pandemic.

For insolvency, on 25 June the Corporate Insolvency and Governance Act received Royal Assent.

The Competition and Markets Authority is monitoring business practices during the COVID-19 emergency and unfair 
business practices can be reported at www.coronavirus-business-complaint.service.gov.uk.

Future state of contractual arrangements 

The Government recognises that lessons on how parties to contracts have responded to COVID-19 need to be learned 
quickly. 

There are three particular objectives: 
(i) support the restart of the economy
(ii) prevent unnecessary insolvencies and 
(iii) support the long-term viability of contracts and businesses. 

Government is reviewing how its procurement processes and the contract terms it offers to suppliers can adapt to COVID-19 
risks, the impact on supply chains and new ways of working and support economic recovery. 

The Government will work with the market to do that and strongly encourages all parties to commercial contracts to reflect 
those objectives. 

The Government has set up Project Speed to cut through red tape and get things done.

We’ll look a little more at this issue in our webinar on ‘Responsible Contractual Behaviour in the Performance and 
Enforcement of Contracts’ on 14 July. 

To help suppliers, here at PASS we can assist with training or consultancy that can be tailored to suit your needs. 

For more information, simply click here or call us on 0141 270 7666 and one of our tam will be happy to carry out a training or 
consultancy needs analysis with you. 

Alternatively, for further information on all of our services, just visit our website. 

All information provided in this article is given in good faith. However, to the extent that any actions are taken in relation to 
matters concerning procurement, the above article does not constitute legal advice to you. The contents of these articles are 
not to be construed as legal advice or a substitute for such advice, which you should obtain from your own legal advisors if 
required. We are not and shall not be held responsible for anything done or not done by you as a result of the information 
provided.
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